From: Maka'ala Nakoa [nakoamakaala@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2010 4:26 AM
To:
Docket, Hearing
Subject:
Re: Pohakuloa/NRC
Thank you for your reply. I am glad that you have added my comments to
the Adjucation
Docket. i needed to make sure that the permit for Depleted Uranium is
considered in this way:
1. There is no legal lease for Pohakuloa that would cover even the half
life of Depleted Uranium.
2. The Bunker that they have already started to build has been,
according to eye witnesses,
made out of a nearby hill/mountainside that they do not have an EIS/EA
or cultural impact
statement to destroy.
3. The Lease that Pohakuloa does have states that they are to restore
the lands and not
contaminate the water. They cannot be restoring if they are destroying.
4. The Hawaiians who have a right to consultation on these matters do
NOT want depleted
uranium stored here.
5. The Depleted Uranium was not on the original lease nor is it equal to
an "Atomic Simulator"
because it is not "Simulated" it is real radioactive material.
6. Testing for the road straightening revealed that there was
anthropogenic or military use of the
land that provided background radiation, the report states that uranium
rich rocks do not occur in
Hawaii. The "Background Tests" must be in comparison to areas that have
never had any
military use, to get a true reading.
7. In a 2008 meeting with Mr. Sanborn, the American Indian Liason, we
discussed Depleted
Uranium with Martha Ross, Kai Markel, Environmental Beranch of the
Pentagon, and several
other Military personel...I attended this meeting for Isaac Harp and his
uncle who are Hawaiian. I
was requested by OHA to notify any NHO (Native Hawaiian Organizations)
to attend the
meeting. I was asked to represent also the Royal Order of Kamehameha,
the Kupuna Council,
and several other groups. I typed up their comments and gave them to the
Liason. One of the
statements was, "If you deny that there is Depleted Uranium at
Pohakuloa, and we find out later
that Depleted Uranium was used here at Pohakuloa, it would amount to a
Lease Violation and
the Lease should be terminated.
8. The DLNR Land Agent of Hilo also said that he felt the Military had
violated their lease and
because of mismanagement an eviction was possible.
9. The Cultural Resource Manager for Pohakuloa showed us the map and we
came to realize
that the impact zone is much larger than the speciefied area on the
lease. The CRM staff said
they are not allowed into the area to see what needed to be saved. We
asked if the military could
use air survellience....but CRM stated that the military siad, "That
wasn't working for them." and

that CRM couldn't go in because of unexploded ordinance.For Hawaiians
this is called "Forced
Neglect" a violation of Sect. 106.
10. The Military/NRC met with the people in Hilo, but I must repeat
that the head army
radiologist told me that military funding may be cut and monitoring may
be minimal at best.
FYI:
A.
Please also let someone know....an Anchorage newspaper confirmed
that the military is using the Big Island of Hawaii for "Military Crowd
Control Tests" using
HAARP. This was also confirmed by a Black Hawk reserve....and also
correlated to super low
frequencies that people picked up on their scanning equipment coming
from the direction of
Alaska. Social degradation, spikes in domestic violence, suicide, etc.
was correlated to HAARP
use. There is no Environmental Impact Statement or anything that
protects the people here from
the use of HAARP in test experiments...please help us.
B.
Please be aware of the IR4 Worm Drive, non-infreredable, no
nuclear signature, Chinese cloaking device sub that is using the
International Seabed Authority's
AREA for its Nuclear Capacity. The sub was caught just 13 miles off the
coast of Ka'u. It was
then stationed 213 miles away from the Big Island. The Naval
Reconnaisance Mission (By
Plane) to observe this sub when it was near a certain island was
unsuccessful. There has been
heavy activity for retreival of strategic metals by Korea and China and
importing of hazardous
waste into Hawaii from mining that has been going into cement (and
drywall)....(Contact former
mayor Harry Kim)
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